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A B S T R A C T

STRait Razor has provided the forensic community a free-to-use, open-source tool for short tandem
repeat (STR) analysis of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) data. STRait Razor v2s (SRv2s) allows users
to capture physically phased haplotypes within the full amplicon of both commercial (ForenSeq) and
“early access” panels (PowerSeq, Mixture ID). STRait Razor v2s may be run in batch mode to facilitate
population-level analysis and is supported by all Unix distributions (including MAC OS). Data are
reported in tables in string (haplotype), length-based (e.g., vWA allele 14), and International Society of
Forensic Genetics (ISFG)-recommended (vWA [CE 14]-GRCh38-chr12:5983950-5984049 (TAGA)10
(CAGA)3 TAGA) formats. STRait Razor v2s currently contains a database of �2500 unique sequences.
This database is used by SRv2s to match strings to the appropriate allele in ISFG-recommended format. In
addition to STRs, SRv2s has configuration files necessary to capture and report haplotypes from all
marker types included in these multiplexes (e.g., SNPs, InDels, and microhaplotypes). To facilitate
mixture interpretation, data may be displayed from all markers in a format similar to that of
electropherograms displayed by traditional forensic software. The download package for SRv2s may be
found at https://www.unthsc.edu/graduate-school-of-biomedical-sciences/molecular-and-medical-ge-
netics/laboratory-faculty-and-staff/strait-razor.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

STRait Razor [1] initially was developed to capture and
characterize variation in the repeat motifs of target short tandem
repeat (STR) markers from next generation sequencing or, the
more aptly named, massively parallel sequencing (MPS) data. Since
its inception, STRait Razor has been used for length-based (LB)
analysis and repeat motif variation of population data [2–4],
assessment of novel MPS multiplexes [5,6], alignment-free
characterization of insertion-deletion (InDel) polymorphisms [7]
and other novel applications [8–10]. While STRait Razor v2 [11]
improved allelic reporting and expanded target loci, the flanking
regions of STR loci (and other marker types such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and InDels) remained largely
unreported without modification to the included configuration
files [12] or use of alternative software [13–16].

Variation in the flanking regions of STRs has been used to study
human evolution and migration patterns [17–19] and increasing
the probability of exclusion [20]. These combinations of SNP and
STR (SNPSTR) loci phased within the same amplicon provide a finer
granularity to better discriminate individuals. In an effort to
standardize nomenclature, the International Society of Forensic
Genetics (ISFG) published a set of considerations [21] regarding
reporting of STR alleles, repeat and flanking regions, for
comprehensive and consistent nomenclature.

The proposed ISFG nomenclature [21] is not implemented
currently into commercial or third-party software. Researchers
must convert their data manually which may be error prone.
Traditional alignment software [22,23], while effective for
genotyping SNPs, produces inconsistent results on a per read
basis. For example, the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner [22], widely used
for read mapping, places the insertion/deletion points in relation to
the reference at different points within the repeat region when
considering sequence variants and/or the end point(s) of each read.
However, direct haplotype capture used by various software tools
[16,24], including STRait Razor, allows users to extract phased data
of flanking region variants as well as the target locus. As data
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analysis pipelines for this task are still nascent to the field of
forensic genetics, bioinformatics concordance with operationally
distinct methodologies are critical to ensure complete, as possible,
results are obtained. Amplified products separated by capillary
electrophoresis (CE) provide analysts with a comprehensive allele
determination in respect to size; however, sequence characteriza-
tion, thus far, has been regulated to the repeat region of the
amplicons [5,6,25–28]. While effective, this approach to allele
reporting has been shown to be limited in its informative value
[4,14,20] and, in some cases, its backwards compatibility with CE
data [2,4,14]. Therefore, characterization of the flanking region of
loci is necessary to realize the full potential of MPS systems.

Bi-allelic loci (e.g., SNPs and InDels) are useful particularly in
challenged samples. Kidd et al. [29] have shown the utility of
combining closely linked SNPs (<200 bp) into microhaplotype loci
phased within a single amplicon. However, interpretation of these
small amplicon markers has been limited to the target SNP(s) of
interest and have ignored potential variation in the surrounding
region of the amplicon. However, variation along the entire
amplicon in the form of InDels-SNPs [7], DIP-STRs [30], SNPSTRs
[17–20,31], or microhaplotypes [29,32–35] may be present at some
level for every forensic locus but are ignored, as yet, by first-party
software. More recently, these additional data have been shown to
increase the discrimination power of commercially available
forensic-genomics assays from 8.54 �10�34 to 1.31 �10�39 for LB
and sequence-based (SB) STRs and 7.66 � 10�58 to 5.49 � 10�63

when identity SNPs/microhaplotypes are included [4,36].
The two primary sequencing chemistries currently being

considered for forensic applications are those of the Illumina
MiSeq FGxTM Forensic Genomics System (Illumina, San Diego, CA,
USA) and the Ion Torrent PGMTM and S5TM (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, San Francisco, CA, USA). Each chemistry has a distinct
detection method which generates unique interpretation consid-
erations. Substitution errors (SBEs) are the primary source of error
within the Illumina sequencers [37] with a relatively small
proportion of insertion/deletion errors typically associated with
specific sequences (sequence-specific error; SSE) [37–39].
Schirmer et al. [38] used 16S rRNA amplicons to estimate the
source and distribution of sequencing error with the MiSeq 2 � 250
sequencing chemistry. They concluded that the accumulation of
phasing and pre-phasing errors over the course of the sequencing
read complicated base calling and lead to a concomitant increase in
sequence errors or miscalls. There was an observed increase in
sequencing error approximately at position 200–225 within the
sequencing reads using MiSeq v2 2 � 250 sequencing chemistry.
Data from the Ion Torrent, however, have a relatively high false
InDel rate associated with homopolymeric stretches in

conjunction with SBEs [40–43]. Bragg et al. [40] also observed a
marked increase in SBE rate for both the 100 and 200 bp
chemistries as the read length increased at approximately 75
and 150 bp, respectively. These sequencing errors may either
complicate interpretation of the data by producing relatively high-
abundance, non-target haplotypes or affect the ability of the
configuration files to capture the desired haplotypes. With these
limitations in mind, optimization with respect to bioinformatics of
each system on a per-marker basis may be necessary to ensure
application beyond single-source reference samples.

With the advent of commercial MPS multiplexes, forensic
practitioners now have the capacity to interrogate a large number
of markers and marker types (e.g., STRs, SNPs, InDels, and
microhaplotypes) within a single analysis [4–6,27,44–48]. Howev-
er, orthogonal bioinformatics solutions for phased data including
microhaplotypes have been limited to traditional alignment-based
software [49,50] which provide only computationally derived
phasing. STRait Razor v2s (the “s” designation referring to the
addition of SNP loci, SRv2s) is a freely available update that
provides a direct haplotype capture approach that includes
physical phasing to determine the diplotype (i.e., a specific
combination of haplotypes at a particular site in an individual
analogous to the genotype of alleles) at each locus (STRs, SNPs,
microhaplotypes, and InDels) from current (or soon to be available)
commercially available forensic multiplex assays.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. New features

STRait Razor v2s suite of tools features kit-specific locus-
configuration files for the Applied BiosystemsTM Precision ID
GlobalFilerTM Mixture ID panel (Thermo Fisher Scientific),
Illumina1 ForenSeqTM DNA Signature Prep Kit (Illumina), and
Promega PowerSeqTM Systems (Auto, Y, and Mito) (Promega
Corporation, Madison, WI, USA). In addition to these multiplexes
developed expressly for MPS, configuration files were included for
forensically relevant InDels and the repeat-region configuration
files for current STRs. For the purposes of this paper and supporting
documentation the following definitions are visualized using IGV
[51]: anchors (Fig. 1-Red Track) are defined as the substring in the
amplicon that is included within the configuration file to allow the
Perl script to capture reads from each FASTQ file. These substrings
may, and often do, include primer sequence (Fig. 1-Blue Track);
however, this configuration may be redefined by the user as
preferred. The intervening space between the distal portions of the
amplicon and the repeat region (Fig. 1-Purple Track) is termed

Fig. 1. Aligned reads from the Promega PowerSeq Auto System are visualized in IGV. Potential primers (blue), anchors used for SRv2s analysis (red), STR flanking region
(green), and STR repeat region (purple) are displayed as tracks below the GRCh38 reference sequence. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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herein as flanking region (Fig. 1-Green Track) of the locus (Fig. 1).
The length of the flanking region varies with primer and anchor
placement. For example, the right flank (not shown) for locus
D10S1248 is a single base while the left flanking region contains 57
bases.

In addition to the substantial expansion of nearly 300
configured markers, support for novel microvariants has been
included for all loci with expanded “virtual bin sets” comprising
each potential base call within the allelic range rather than only
observed nominal allele bins. Alongside the updates to the bins, the
D5S2500 locus has been renamed to be consistent with Phillips
et al. [52] and the locus D5S2500 found in the Qiagen HDplex has
been added to the master configuration file. Furthermore, repeat-
region configuration files have been updated for 19 loci to improve
performance, to reduce noise due to high similarity flanking region
sequence, to increase allelic range, and to update allele definitions
for more comprehensive concordance with CE data (e.g., DYS612
previously failed to incorporate six repeats considered part of the
repeat structure [53]).

STRait Razor v2s also includes a number of performance-based
improvements to streamline the interface and enhance usability.
First, samples now may be batched and analyzed with minimal
command line knowledge. STRaitRazorBatchScript.sh is a shell
script, included in the SRv2s package, which may be modified to
analyze any directory path included in the script. All unzipped
FASTQ files within the specified directory (folder) are placed in a
queue and analyzed sequentially. Second, the Perl script has been
modified to report reads now in the direction of the sequence
found within the FASTQ as well as the reverse complement of each
sequence. In this way, reads may be merged and reported out to a
consistent strand of the reference genome (Default = Forward/Plus)
in accordance with Parson et al. [21] while maintaining strand
balance information. This feature is useful for assays (e.g.,
PowerSeq and AmpliSeq panels) that sequence both strands of
the amplicon. This function may be modified within the Excel-
based workbook to match each user’s requirements.

STRait Razor Analysis (SRA) is a consolidation of the previous
versions suite of Excel-based tools. The SRA tool allows users to
place hundreds of SRv2s samples analyzed with the Perl script into
a queue for analysis under user-defined conditions. The SRA tool
features an AutoSave option (Default = Off; every 10th sample) that
will save the workbook periodically to allow offline viewing mid-
analysis for large datasets. An analytical threshold (Default = 2; i.e.,
singletons removed) may be defined on a per-locus basis.
Additionally, strand balance and heterozygote balance may be
delimited on a per-locus basis. Thus, loci with known imbalances
(e.g., D22S1045) may now be properly filtered in a more dynamic
fashion. STRait Razor v2s also expands the number of metrics

assessed and exported from the SRA. The previous version of STRait
Razor provided users with a depth of coverage for each allele and
the LB allele name for backwards-compatibility to the CE. In
addition to these data, SRv2s provides data tables and histograms
in a manner similar to that of electropherograms displayed by
traditional forensic tools such as GeneMapper and GeneMarker.
These emulated electropherograms may facilitate mixture inter-
pretation by providing a profile-level view of data rather than
locus-by-locus. These data to be exported may be toggled on/off
using radio buttons embedded within the workbook. In this way,
users may choose the scope of the data to be output by SRv2s.
These metrics currently include: allele coverage, string or
haplotype sequence, LB data (e.g., vWA 14 allele), ISFG-based
allele designation (e.g., vWA [CE 14]-GRCh38-chr12:5983950-
5984049 (TAGA)10 (CAGA)3 TAGA), strand balance (when applica-
ble), relative allele percentage (i.e., proportion of haplotype
coverage to the locus as a whole; Haplotype coverage/Locus
coverage), stutter percentage, heterozygote balance, sequence
diversity, and locus coverage.

ISFG-based alleles are designated in accordance with Parson
et al. [21] and matched against a preloaded database of, currently,
�2500 unique sequences derived from previous population
studies [4,36]. However, novel sequences are expected; therefore,
macros have been included to allow easy assignment of novel SNPs
and/or repeat motifs. These newly assigned alleles may be added to
a local database or submitted for addition to the global database
provided with future STRait Razor updates. It is understood that
users may possess data from earlier versions of STRait Razor or
alternative software. For added flexibility, an additional worksheet
has been included with the SRA that accepts string sequences from
any source, including other software, and searches the database
within STRait Razor for the matching ISFG-based allele. These
macros align the novel sequence selected to the preloaded GRCh38
reference string of the same locus.

As MPS becomes more commonplace, the versatility of plat-
forms is necessary to ensure long-term acceptance. The macros
provided with STRait Razor v2.0 were restrictive in terms of the
operating system used. In SRv2s, this limitation has been
minimized by designing a MAC-friendly version of the SRA. As
the MAC OS is a UNIX-based environment, STRait Razor always has
been compatible with MAC OS in regards to the Perl script.
However, to aid users, a walkthrough is included now as a
downloadable that details installation and utilization on the MAC
OS of both the SRA and the Perl script.

Novroski et al. [4] described observed and potential discordant
haplotypes in a population dataset of 777 individuals across 4
major populations when comparing repeat-region-only data to CE
results. To account for these positions, configuration files for the

Fig. 2. IGV depiction of the aligned reads from A) ForenSeq; B) PowerSeq; C) Mixture ID. Repeat region, left, and right anchors for each kit are shown in panel D.
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repeat-region data were generated with anchors adjusted for
variants above a minimum allele frequency (i.e., 5/2N; MAF) or
those variants present in more than one LB allele.

2.2. STRait Razor v2s configuration files

STRait Razor v2s configuration files for both commercially
available and early access multiplexes were generated by aligning
FASTQ files to the GRCh38 assembly of the human genome.
Genomic coordinates for each locus were determined by post-
processing of the mpileup output from SAMtools [23] in Microsoft
Excel. Using these start/stop coordinates, operationally defined
anchors were selected to capture both flanking region and repeat
region data for all markers contained within the PowerSeq,
Mixture ID, and ForenSeq panels. All samples were analyzed with
both repeat-region only and full-region configuration to determine
the coverage of both loci and alleles with each method.
Optimization then was carried out to improve locus performance
and reduce noise.

3. Results and discussion

Each large MPS multiplex presents unique challenges for
bioinformatics development. When considering the placement of
the anchors for each assay, multiple factors (e.g., size of the
amplicon, presence of SSEs, sequencing platform, flanking region
SNPs, etc.) should be considered. Previous studies have used the
PCR primers for anchor assignment [24,54]. Anchors based on PCR
primers allow for capture of the maximum amount of information
from an amplicon in the form of both repeat region and flanking
region SNPs. However, each MPS multiplex likely uses a different
set of primers for each locus. For example, the flanking region of
the locus D5S818 has a SNP (rs25768) with a frequency ranging
from 0.05 in East Asians (EAS) to 0.27 in Europeans (EUR) in the five
1000 Genomes Project super populations [55,56]; however, in the
ForenSeq panel, this SNP likely lies within the likely PCR primer
binding site (Fig. 2). Thus, little inference may be made of the allelic
state of rs25768 in this panel. Conversely, the primers for both the
PowerSeq and Mixture ID panels are placed outside of this SNP.
However, only the PowerSeq panel data may be phased properly.
The results from the Mixture ID panel contain SSE due to a four
base pair homopolymer immediately downstream (three base
pairs) of the repeat region which complicates interpretation. Due
to such variability in primer placement and platform chemistry,
each locus configuration file required distinct optimization.

3.1. Optimization of commercial multiplexes

3.1.1. ForenSeq DNA signature prep kit
The Illumina ForenSeq kit generates �225 amplicons with a

listed amplicon size range between 61 and 467 bp. While the vast
majority of loci (�90%) are smaller than 200 bp, the larger,
primarily X & Y-STR, loci present a technical limitation when
considering sequence quality. In fact, 20 STR loci needed to be
truncated to allow successful typing of larger length alleles. Two
such STRs (Penta E and DXS8378) contained, potentially, informa-
tive [frequency ranging from 0 to 0.10 in the African (AFR) super
population [55,56]] SNPs within the flanking region that were
removed because of larger repeat regions. In analysis of the
Novroski et al. [4] data, the proportion of noise for the Penta E locus
was positively correlated with the length of the amplicon making
CE-based alleles �20 or greater difficult to distinguish from non-
target sequences. The final placement of anchors in this
dataset allowed for minimal loss of data with a ratio of full region
to repeat region when quantifying total coverage at a locus ranged
from 0.96 (PentaD) to 1.00 (22 loci).

Additionally, anchors for three SNP loci (rs914165, rs891700,
and rs7251928) were moved to a more proximal position excluding
the problematic homopolymers. These homopolymers appear to
increase the SBE rate downstream of the homopolymer. Two of the
three loci have variants within the amplicon with relatively high
frequency (e.g., rs750095 has a frequency range from 0.08 in AFR to
0.40 in EUR [55,56]) which were described previously by Eduardoff
et al. [46]. The observed SBEs are nested between the target SNP
(e.g., rs914165) and the incidental variants within the amplicon
(e.g., rs750095). These SBEs presented were of relatively low
abundance (�2.5% of the parent allele). However, this type of error
may complicate interpretation for single-source samples with
exceedingly low depth-of-coverage (DoC) or mixed samples with
trace-level contributors. Thus, the anchors for these loci were
placed in a more proximal position to the SBEs so that the error was
at a lower abundance (�0.8%).

Anchor reassignment makes phasing of some of the linked SNPs
difficult; however, the flanking region SNPs still may contain useful
information for the purposes of exclusion. To capture these data,
separate anchors were developed for the flanking region SNPs of
these two amplicons. These SNP pairs (rs914165–rs755095;
rs891700–rs12047255), though analyzed separately within SRv2s,
are within the same amplicon. In some instances, it may be
possible to infer the phase when quantifying the abundance of
each SNP within the amplicon.

The accumulation of SBEs near the 30 end of reads was
problematic particularly when analyzing ForenSeq data due to
sequencing in a unidirectional manner [57,58]. Filtering of false
positive SNPs has been shown to be effective by considering strand
balance or Simpson’s D Index of evenness when interpreting
potential SNPs and, likely, SBEs within a dataset [59]. Thus, the
observed errors may be better filtered by considering reads in both
directions during interpretation.

3.1.2. PowerSeq systems
The PowerSeq Systems provide high quality sequence data in

both forward and reverse orientation for 43 STRs (22 Auto & 21 Y-
chromosome), mitochondrial control region (HVI-III), and Amelo-
genin. PowerSeq Auto has been shown to be useful for analysis of
both single source [6] and mixture samples [60]. However, only
limited interrogation of the flanking region has been reported [2].
To further examine this flanking region variation, anchors were
defined, and the data described by Zeng et al. [5,6] were analyzed.
For the 138 FASTQ files analyzed, the ratio of full region to repeat
region when quantifying total coverage at a locus ranged from 0.94
(TH01) to 1.00 (D1S1656) with 17 of the 22 STRs �0.97. Therefore,
the reduction in coverage when considering the entire amplicon
versus, for example, the repeat region only may be negligible with
this dataset. As more population data are made available, further
optimization of anchor placement is likely to occur for these loci.
Despite the limited sample size, substantial increases in number of
alleles were observed with three loci (D5S818, D7S820, and
D16S639) consistent with the findings of Gettings et al. [2]. Three
additional loci (D18S51, D8S1179, and TH01) showed nominal
improvement with one additional allele each observed from this
admittedly small dataset. As more population data are made
available, improvements will be made to the PowerSeq Systems
configuration files.

3.1.3. Precision ID GlobalFilerTM Mixture ID panel
The Mixture ID panel is currently an “early access” panel

consisting of 30 STRs, 43 human identity SNPs, 36 human identity
microhaplotypes, and 2 InDels. In this study, data from the ten
individuals previously presented [61] were analyzed for all 111
markers included within the Mixture ID panel. As the panel has yet
to be finalized, anchors for the human identity SNPs and
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microhaplotypes will continue to be developed. Optimization of
the flanking region configuration files for STRs typed with Ion
Torrent chemistries required manual assignment of flanks for all
loci. Homopolymer-associated noise in the form of false InDels
varied locus-to-locus.

The sequence-related artifacts generated by the Ion Torrent
systems may be visualized first by separating the haplotypes by
unique sequence and then stacking those of similar length

proportional to the observed abundance within a sample. For
example, the amplicon for the locus D7S820 contains an 8 base
adenine homopolymer 13 bp upstream of the repeat region
(Fig. 3C). This homopolymer creates a number of distinct artifacts
when interrogating the full amplicon (Fig. 3A) due to SSEs. These
SSEs have the potential to complicate interpretation and must be
removed prior to finalization of the reported regions. Selective
placement of the anchors proximal to the false InDels improved

Fig. 3. Optimization of the D7S820 locus from Early Access HID Mixture ID NGS Panel. A) Depth of coverage histogram of unique sequences using distal anchors reporting the
full region of the amplicon; B) Results using optimized coordinates proximal to the false INDELs generated by the Ion Torrent S5; and C) Expanded sequence view of most
abundant noise (black brackets) generated surrounding the D7S820 locus. The flanking region SNP rs7789995 (blue arrow) is 13 bp upstream of the first repeat (red bracket)
within the repeat region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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interpretation of the locus by eliminating the artifact sequences
and consolidating the observed reads for the locus into two
primary sequences (Fig. 3B). A consequence of reducing the
reportable region is the potential loss of flanking region informa-
tion. The flanking region SNP rs7789995 (T ! A), within the
D7S820 amplicon, has a European MAF of 0.12 [55,56]. To further
complicate matters, rs7789995 resides in the first position of the 8
base homopolymer and generates a 9 base homopolymer in most
individuals (Fig. 3C). Thus, separate anchors were designed to
capture this position. Placement of these apparent SSEs well
outside the repeat region enables their excision from the reported

data. When the SSEs are within or very near the repeat region, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to excise the problematic region(s).

Initial testing of the locus D12S391 showed a moderate level of
noise below the level of stutter (Fig. 4A). A subsequent shift of the
anchors immediately adjacent to the repeat region to remove these
SSEs exacerbated interpretation issues by consolidating the low-
level noise into a single large artifact (Fig. 4B). Evaluation of the
SSEs at the sequence level suggests interpretation of the locus may
be aided by distributing the error across a larger reportable region
with a more distal placement of the anchors closer to the PCR

Fig. 4. Optimization of the D12S391 locus from Early Access HID Mixture ID NGS Panel. A) Depth of coverage histogram of unique sequences using distal anchors reporting the
full region of the amplicon (brackets indicate the highest abundance noise); B) Results using optimized coordinates proximal to the false INDELs generated by the Ion Torrent
S5 (arrows indicate noise consolidated by length); and C) Expanded sequence view of most abundant noise generated surrounding the D12S391 locus.
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primers. This locus illustrates the need for additional bioinformat-
ics solutions to better ascertain, map, and filter SSEs.

4. Conclusion

STRait Razor v2s uses a direct haplotype capture approach to
extract phased data from entire amplicons of all marker types
within current (or soon to be available) commercially available
forensic multiplex assays. This software update provides users a
database of, currently, �2500 unique sequences matched with
nomenclature in the format recommended by Parson et al. [21].
The sequences contained within this database are based on the
anchors defined as reported herein; as primers define the
sequences, modifications may be necessary to best capture
relevant data.

This enhanced tool has been used already to detect novel
variation from major population groups and will continue to be
developed to meet the needs of the user community. STRait Razor
v2s is freely available at https://www.unthsc.edu/graduate-school-
of-biomedical-sciences/molecular-and-medical-genetics/labora-
tory-faculty-and-staff/strait-razor. Given the high-level of diversi-
ty observed thus far, novel variants likely will be observed. Thus,
community feedback is greatly encouraged to improve the
database.
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